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“Everything we hear is an opinion, not a fact. Everything we see is a halfway to Truth.” 

Dear Parent, 

Starting with a handful of students and an ambitious vision to deliver education at par, today Banasthali 

is the renowned name in School Education Sector providing platforms and excelling both in Scholastic 

& Extra Curricular Activities. 

Banasthali always stands for the overall development of your wards and to prepare them as a successful 

global citizen. In this direction, we are improving and making additions in the existing School 

infrastructure, so that our students may be benefitted in all the spheres especially in academics, sports, 

cultural events etc. We feel proud to inform that our Scholar Banasthalians have bagged various 

awards in State Level Cultural & Kala Utsav Competitions organised by Directorate of Education, 

Govt. of NCT, Delhi.  We are thankful to all the parents of the School, for their valuable cooperation 

throughout. 

Our journey from a far- sighted vision to a satisfying reality wasn’t achieved in a day.  



 

 

The foundation which was laid down 50 years back in 1972, still stands strong & with pride we strongly 

believe that Banasthali Public School is a result of our constant dedication and efforts. The Banasthali 

Management feels pleasure to inform that with your cooperation and blessings of Almighty, the school 

is growing day by day. Following are the achievements in the current session we would like to share 

with you: 

1. Latest technology based INTERACTIVE SMART PANELS FOR SMART CLASS teaching 

has been introduced in the current session initially for Class Prep and 1st and will be introduced 

in other classes at later stage. This will result in technology enhanced classrooms that encourage 

opportunities for teaching and learning by integrating technology which also will definitely make 

better understanding of concepts and achieve academic excellence.  

 

2. Understanding the change in weather year by year, it’s been a priority to take care of Students and 

make them less vulnerable to harsh weather conditions. Looking at the need, installation of AIR 

CONDITIONERS in Primary classes (Prep to III) is also being initiated. 

 

3. Education is incomplete without Sports. We value the importance of Sports which builds Self- 

Esteem and increases mental alertness. World Class BASKETBALL COURT & BADMINTON 

GROUND based on International Standards has been made ready for our dear students who will 

be trained under experienced Coaches. More Add-ons on Sports is also making way with the 

initialization of ISO based SKATING AREA.  

 

4. FUN STATION for our blooming Primary wing has also got Green Signal for Usage, which has 

been prepared taking in consideration with Non Toxic Materials and high end Safety Foam 

based Grass mats for extra precaution for our young toddlers.  

 

5. Martial Arts & Self Defence is another field which we emphasis on, this being a skill which one 

needs to confidently assess a dangerous situation and navigate effectively in that scenario. 

Therefore, from this Session onwards we have introduced JUDO & KARATE CLASSES for 

our Students. 

 

6. Health & Hygiene has always been our first preference. WASHROOMS AND TOILETS 

especially of Primary section have been renovated with modern fittings. Dedicated staff for 

cleaning & regular sanitizations are also allotted.  

 

7. PURE AND CLEAN DRINKING RO WATER along with water coolers has always been 

available in the School premises since beginning.  

 

Banasthali with each passing year has and will always add on additional facilities, beneficial for the 

bright future for our students. It will be appreciated that rather than believing in rumours and having 

sceptical attitude, let the verified facts be understood and accepted.  

 

The School management will always strive for excellence, and believes: 

 “Where the Mind is without fear and Head is held high, where one proudly says,                                                             

I AM A PROUD BANASTHALIAN !!” 

Stay happy, Stay healthy! 

PRINCIPAL 


